The Free Interactive
Design Process

Showcase your designs with a virtual exhibition of your projects. Give clients a detailed and
interactive experience and capture their imagination, whether that’s with photos, graphics,
panoramas, 360 photos, virtual rooms or PDF documents. Share the perfect view from your
best angles in 3D, 2D images, MOVE files, PLAY files, sections or other perspectives.
Palette Showroom uses intuitive functionality to facilitate seamless design. Filter through
an extensive library of products and materials, designed specifically for local trends, and
make changes in real time for instant comparisons and alterations. Utilise Palette Cloud
technology for fast and collaborative access and give clients, suppliers and partners the
opportunity to interact with you virtually – any place, any time.

Palette Showroom is the FREE flexible, versatile and powerful consultation tool saving you
time and money by supporting you to master the design process.

For the Pro

Indulge in VR

Upgrade to Palette Showroom Pro to customise the
user interface to reflect your brand and give both your
team and your clients a cohesive navigating
experience. Encompass your designs within your
brand with your unique creative space and increase
brand recognition and improve brand image while you
share your work.

Step into your designs with Palette Showroom Pro
and immerse yourself in the future. Design specifically
for VR with your Palette PLAY module^ and then put
on the VR headset to experience your designs and
engage clients with your creativity. Fill their space with
your designs virtually so they partner with you to build
their new reality.
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Palette Showroom
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Create Exhibits
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Exhibits from Pictures
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User Management and Password Protection
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Customise Search Filters
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Integrated Slideshow
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Protected Kiosk Function for End User Use
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Connection to PaletteCloud
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Web Browser Compatibility
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VR Glasses Connection
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Individual User Interface
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Export User Interface
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VR Headset

x
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FREE Download

$85.00 per month
Minimum 12 months

$175.00 per month
12 month Plan*

FREE Download

$720.00 per year
Annual Fee

$1674.80
One-off Payment*

Save $300

Save $425.20

Pay per month

Pay annually

All prices exclusive of GST
^ The Palette PLAY module is required to create and design Palette PLAY VR files.
* At the end of the first 12 months, VR Headset will be owned outright.
Palette Showroom Pro rates will be charged from the second 12 month period.

